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Transport networks are ubiquitous in multicellular organisms and include leaf veins, fungal mycelia
and blood vessels. While transport of materials and signals through the network plays a crucial role
in maintaining the living system, the transport capacity of the network can best be understood in
terms of hydrodynamics. We report here that plasmodium from the large, single-celled amoeboid
Physarum is able to construct a hydrodynamically optimized vein-network when evacuating biomass
from confined arenas of various shapes through a narrow exit. Increasingly thick veins developed
towards the exit, and the network spanned the arena via repetitive bifurcations to give a branching
tree. The Hausdorff distance from all parts of the plasmodium to the vein network was kept low,
whilst the hydrodynamic conductivity from distal parts of the network to the exit was equivalent, ir-
respective of the arena shape. This combination of spatial patterning and differential vein thickening
served to evacuate biomass at an equivalent rate across the entire arena. The scaling relationship
at the vein branches was determined experimentally to be 2.53-3.29, consistent with predictions
from Murray’s law. Furthermore, we show that mathematical models for self-organised, adaptive
transport in Physarum simulate the experimental network organisation well if the scaling coefficient
of the current-reinforcement rule is set to 3. In simulations, this resulted in rapid development of
an optimal network that minimised the combined volume and frictional energy in comparison with
other scaling coefficients. This would predict that the boundary shear forces within each vein are
constant throughout the network, and would be consistent with a feedback mechanism based on a
sensing a threshold shear at the vein wall.

PACS numbers: 87.10.Ed, 87.17.Pq, 89.40.Cc, 89.75.Hc
Keywords: Slime mold, Transport network, Self-organization, Scaling law, Current-reinforcement, Hydrody-
namics, Energy minimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Biological transport networks form part of the criti-
cal infrastructure that is required to distribute resources
and information rapidly and efficiently throughout the
entire body of a multicellular organism. They include the
vascular systems of plants and animals and gastrovascu-
lar system of hydractiniid hydroids that are embedded
within the organism, and the plasmodial veins of slime
molds and the mycelial cords of fungi that effectively con-
stitute the entire organism apart from the reproductive
structures. These networks play a key role in the organi-
zation of the overall body plan, and the vessel size and
network architecture are thought to follow quarter-power
allometric scaling laws that relate the notional space-
filling fractal branching pattern of the network to body
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size and metabolic rate according to metabolic scaling
theory (MST) [1], or reflect the design of optimal trans-
port networks [2–4].

In each case, the network comprises tubular elements
with varying thickness and length, that are organised
as a hierarchical branching tree, but may also contain
a significant number of additional loops to improve per-
formance under fluctuating loads or in the presence of
damage [5, 6]. Whilst the vessel geometry clearly has
an impact on the local fluid flow, the overall transport
behaviour and scaling relationships are properties of the
entire network. Unfortunately, however, most biologi-
cal networks develop over extended time periods, can-
not be characterised easily in their entirety, and are not
amenable to manipulation or repetition, making it dif-
ficult to experimentally evaluate competing theories of
network organisation and scaling exponents against em-
pirical data.

Recently, attention has focussed on the acellular slime
mold, Physarum polycephalum as a tractable model or-
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ganism to study the iterative interplay between struc-
ture and function in a self-organised biological transport
network, and to help to determine the rules that may
govern adaptive network development [7–15]. Physarum
is a giant, single-celled amoeboid organism that grows
rapidly as an extensive plasmodial network over the avail-
able space within a few hours as it forages for food. If
resources are not located, it can also retract the plas-
modium and redeploy the biomass elsewhere to support
further foraging.
Here we exploit this latter behaviour to examine net-

work formation during evacuation of the plasmodium
from a set of arenas with varying geometric shape.
Within a few hours, an intricate network develops within
the initially uniform plasmodial sheet, that then serves
to progressively transport biomass out of the arena via
the single exit point. As the entire system is accessi-
ble, we can determine quantitatively: (i) the dimensions
of the individual veins; (ii) the structure of the network
that they form, including the space filling properties; (iii)
how these contribute to the rate of biomass retrieval over
the entire arena; (iv) whether the network that forms fol-
lows predicted scaling relationships at the vein junctions;
and (v) how these parameters vary as the network adapts
to different arena geometry.
In addition, a number of bioinspired mathematical

models already exist that describe amoeboid movement,
peristaltic waves and network formation in Physarum
[8, 14–22]. In the case of network formation, current-
reinforcement models [7, 8, 14] capture the behaviour
of the biological system well, but so far none have
been explicitly parametised from experimental results.
These current reinforcement models include a non-linear
current-reinforcement term that reflects the propensity of
a tube to increase in diameter in response to the internal
flow rate through the tube itself. Conversely, if the flow
is too small the tube disappears at a rate determined by
the decay term. By following the time-evolution of evac-
uation network formation, we can begin to link the ex-
perimental observations with appropriate values for the
coefficients in the model.
In particular, we have examined whether the branch-

ing rule, originally proposed by Murray to describe the
branching of arteries [23], holds for vein networks in
Physarum, and would therefore provide theoretical sup-
port for the value of the current-reinforcement coefficient.
Murray proposed that the relationship:

r30 = r31 + r32 + · · · r3n, (1)

where r0 is the radius of parent vein and r1, r2, ...rn are
those of daughter veins, provides an optimal solution to
balance the effect of reducing viscous drag with the cost
of increasing vessel volume, assuming Hagen-Poiseuille
flow. Murray’s law has been validated by measurements
of artery branching relationships for small vessels, that
typically give an exponent ranging from 2.7 to 3.0 [24],
and is often incorporated in predictions of network per-
formance as a transition between area-preserving (r2) for

branching in large vessels to r3 for branches closer to
the terminal transport vessels (e.g., [1, 4]). Nevertheless,
many of the assumptions underpinning these universal
theories lack strong experimental support and are the
subject of ongoing debate (e.g., [25]). Indeed, recent au-
tomated non-invasive measurements of vessel properties
in vascular networks have been used to explicitly test dif-
ferent predictions for the scaling exponents from several
theoretical models. The authors concluded that none
of the current methods provides a good description of
real vascular networks, and they advocated the develop-
ment of new relationships between vessel geometry and
global network properties [26]. It is therefore important
to link experimental measurements of vessel properties,
with theoretical principles, such as Murray’s Law, that
govern idealised network behaviour, when constructing
predictive models of network organisation and perfor-
mance in Physarum. Even so, we have made simplify-
ing assumptions, most notably that the time-scale for
network formation (hours) allows us to neglect the com-
plex viscoelastic properties of the plasmodial body and
contraction-relaxation based shuttle streaming (min). In-
stead, we treat the plasmodial veins as rigid cylindrical
pipes in each time step, but with the capacity to change
average radius in response to fluid flow in the next time
step.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Establishment of an evacuation network from a
confined space

Plasmodia of Physarum polycephalum were grown on
1% (w/v) agar (S-7, Ina Food Industry) with oat meal
flakes (Quaker) in the dark.

Protoplasmic sheets were obtained by excision of tissue
from thick veins of actively growing plasmodium, and
sandwiching it between glass plates with a gap 0.12∼0.17
mm. Within a few seconds, the protoplasm gelled to give
a uniform sheet. The sheet was transferred to a small
arena cut out from plastic film, and placed on agar (See
panels init and 0h in Fig.1). Food was placed on the exit
to encourage the slime mold to evacuate the arena and
promote formation of the vein network. A range of arenas
with different shapes were tested including circular (C,
10 mm diameter), rectangular (R1, 6 mm × 17.5 mm;
R2, 7.5 mm × 14.5 mm; R3, 10 mm × 10 mm; R4, 14
mm × 7.3 mm; R5, 20 mm × 5 mm), or irregular (A).

Time-lapse images were obtained with transmitted
light. The thickness was estimated as h = − log(I/I0)
according to the Beer-Lambert law, where I and I0 were
the intensities of transmitted and incident light. The net-
work morphology was obtained by manually tracing the
main veins on the 2-dimensional map of h. Experiments
were repeated five times for the circular and rectangular
shapes, and three times for the irregular shape. To an-
alyze the time-course of changes in h, the map of h was
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processed initially with a averaging filter of radius 350
µm to give hav. From the locally averaged thickness hav,
we estimated the evacuation time-constant τ and the ini-
tial value h0 of hav = h0 exp(−t/τ) for each pixel so that
the squared error was minimized.

B. Quantitative analysis of the network
organisation and transport capacity

The space-filling properties of the network were esti-
mated from the maximum distance between every pixel
in the arena and the nearest pixel on the manually ex-
tracted network of thick veins to give the Hausdorff dis-
tance. Mathematically, the Hausdorff distance between
two subsets A and B of a metric space (X, d) is defined
as

dH(A,B) = max{sup
x∈A

inf
y∈B

d(x, y), sup
y∈B

inf
x∈A

d(x, y)}.

Given that A is the arena and B is the traced network,

sup
y∈B

inf
x∈A

d(x, y) = 0

because B ⊂ A. It follows that

dH(A,B) = sup
x∈A

inf
y∈B

d(x, y),

where dH(A,B) represents the maximum distance be-
tween every pixel in the arena and the nearest pixel on
the network. To compare results between the different
arena shapes, the Hausdorff distance was divided by the
maximum distance within the arena to give the normal-
ized Hausdorff distance.
The predicted performance of the network was esti-

mated from the hydraulic conductivity of each vein. As-
suming Hagen-Poiseuille flow, the flow rate Q in a vein
with a pressure difference ∆P is:

Q =
πr4

8νL
∆P, (2)

where r and L are the radius and the length of the vein,
respectively, and ν denotes the viscosity.
The conductivity πr4/8νL was estimated from manual

measurements of the thickness and length of each vein
segment, and summed to give the hydrodynamic con-
ductivity (HC) for any point in the network to the exit
point.

C. Validation methods for Murray’s law

To determine the relationship between the radii of
veins at a junction, 57 nodes were measured from the
set of circular networks. r0 was defined as the maximum
radius out of the 3 veins at the branch and r1 and r2 the

daughter radii. The exponent n was then calculated to
satisfy the relationship rn0 = rn1 + rn2 for each junction.

Note that errors in radii cause an asymmetric error in
the exponent n by this calculation, and thus the mean of
the calculated exponent across all junctions is not appro-
priate for the estimation of the overall scaling coefficient,
n. For example, given that the measurement of r0 gives a
value of an interval [r0−δ, r0+δ] and the error propagates
to the calculated exponent as an interval [n− δ1, n+ δ2],
where δ1 ̸= δ2, this leads to asymmetry of the distribu-
tion of the exponent. Thus, to estimate the exponent
n fairly, we transformed n to give a normal distribution
using the arctan transformation proposed by Suwa et al.
from similar studies on arteries [27], and then calculated
the interval range for n from the inverse transformation
of the arctan confidence intervals.

III. RESULTS

A. Evacuation networks form rapidly and remain
topologically stable

Plasmodial sheets of Physarum placed in a constrained
arena rapidly expanded to fill the available space to give a
near uniform thickness (Fig. 1, 0-1h). The introduction
of a food resource at the exit stimulated evacuation of
the slime mold from the arena through an emerging net-
work of veins that ramified throughout the arena (Fig. 1,
2-9h). Once the initial network of thicker veins was vis-
ible, the topology remained stable throughout the evac-
uation period. The flux of protoplasm flowing through
the branching network and thence out the arena was ap-
parent from the almost uniform reduction in thickness of
the plasmodium, until about 10h when the thinnest parts
become resolved as a very fine network (Fig. 1, 10-14h).
Similar observations were made on all replicates for each
different shape of arena (n=5 for the circular and the
rectangular shapes, n=3 for the irregular shape).

B. Evacuation kinetics through the vein network
are similar across entire space, and independent of

arena shape

The near uniform reduction in thickness observed
across the arena, implied that the rate of protoplasm
removal was similar for all parts of the system irrespec-
tive of the distance to the exit. To quantify the rate
of removal, the locally averaged change in cell thickness
was measured from inter-vein regions adjacent to the exit
(Fig. 2, A), mid-way away (Fig. 2, B), and nearly oppo-
site the exit (Fig. 2, C). Although the euclidean distance
to the exit point varied by a factor of four, the rate of
protoplasmic removal was almost identical and seemed
to decrease exponentially. We therefore calculated the
best-fit exponential to the time-series for each pixel and
mapped the half-time parameter of the decay across the
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FIG. 1: Time course images following the development of
a veination network by Physarum during evacuation from a
confined circular arena.

FIG. 2: Changes in the thickness of the plasmodium over
time, monitored at three different inter-vein regions. Each
lines mean the change of the thickness index averaged in the
circle.

whole arena (Fig. 3, d). The colour-coded map of the
time-constant shows a consistent value of 6-7 hour in the
inter-vein regions (Fig. 3, d).

To determine whether this organised behaviour was a
consequence of using a circular arena or represented a
general adaptive property of the network to achieve ef-
ficient protoplasmic movement and redeployment, time-
constant maps for rectangular arenas that differed in as-
pect ratio, and an arena with a more complex shape were
calculated in a similar manner. As Fig. 3 (e) and (f)
show, the inter-vein regions of rectangular and irregu-
lar shapes have remarkably consistent time-constants of
around 8 hour and 15 hour, respectively, for the inter-

FIG. 3: Thickness images and those time-constant maps. (a,
b, c): thickness images at a time for circular, rectangular, and
irregular shape. (d, e, f): maps of time-constant by which
thickness decrease exponentially. The scale bar is applied to
all the images, and the colour bar is applied to d, e, and f.

vein regions. That is, the kinetics of evacuation are al-
most identical across the whole arena, irrespective of the
arena shape.

We infer from these results that the spatial disposition
of the vein network that emerges during network forma-
tion, and the variation in thickness combine to service all
regions of any shaped arena equally well.

C. Evacuation networks cover space effectively

To quantify how well the vein network serviced the
entire space, the maximum distance from any point in
the arena to the vein network was calculated as the nor-
malised Hausdorff distance for each arena shape. Values
were uniformly small in comparison to the extent of the
available space, ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 (Fig. 4). This
means that the main veins were distributed almost uni-
formly over the arena so that there were no isolated re-
gions far from any vein.

D. Variation in network vein thickness gives
similar hydrodynamic conductivity with distance

Whilst movement of material to the veins is reflected
in the normalised Hausdorff distance, movement within
the network depends on the thickness and hierarchical
branching pattern of the vein segments, and the pres-
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FIG. 4: Normalized Hausdorff distance for networks formed
in each arena shape. The shapes tested are illustrated along
the abscissa: from left to right, circle, tall rectangles, square,
wide rectangles, and an irregular shape. The exit is located
at the bottom of shapes, indicated by the trapezoid channel.
(n=5 for the circular and the rectangular shapes, n=3 for the
irregular shape).

sure gradients driving flow. Thus, flow from any point in
the network to the exit is governed by the hydrodynamic
conductivity (HC) of the pathway to the exit, which
can be estimated from the physical dimensions of the
veins themselves, and any variation in the actin-myosin
contraction system present throughout the plasmodium.
Interestingly, the measured hydrodynamic conductivity
was similar for peripheral points in the network (Fig. 5),
and varied much less than the physical distance to the
exit with position in the arena. The HC contours match
the different arena shapes and help to explain the con-
stant evacuation rate.

E. Examination of Murray’s law on the thickness
relationship before and after a bifurcation

We infer from the consistency of the measured hydro-
dynamic conductivity that the branching pattern and
parent-daughter vein thickness ratio at each bifurcation
junction were likely to conform to a scaling relationship.
In other transport systems dominated by viscous drag,
Murray’s Law predicts a cubic exponent according to
Eq. (1), whilst networks with larger vessels follow an
area preserving relationship (i.e. r2). The scaling expo-
nent was therefore calculated for the 57 three-way junc-
tions present in the networks grown in the circular arenas
(Fig. 6, left). The initial distribution was highly skewed
with the median 3.15, but was normalised using an arc-
tan tranformation (Fig. 6, right), as used by Suwa et
al. [27] for blood vessel networks. The correlation coef-
ficient between arctann and r0 was 0.015 and the mean
and 95% confidence interval were 1.235 ± 0.045. This
gave an estimate of n from the tangent of the interval
as between 2.53 to 3.29, which appears to be reasonably
consistent with the expectation of n ∼ 3 from Murray’s

FIG. 5: Hydrodynamic conductivity of vein-network observed
in the confined circular shape. (a) Thickness image of vein-
network in the circle with diameter 1 cm. (b) Hydrodynamic
conductivity along the main vein-network. A certain value of
same HC was marked by the black dots on the network near
the boundary of confined space. (c) Convex envelop for the
dots marked in the figure b. (d, e, f) The same analysis on
other shapes. Arrows indicate the location of exit.
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FIG. 6: Histogram showing the distribution of the vessel scal-
ing exponent n calculated from rn0 = rn1 + rn2 for all bifurca-
tions in the set of circular evacuation networks. The arctan(n)
transformation normalised the data and gives a mean ± S.D.
of 1.235± 0.045

law. Nevertheless, we do not have a good understanding
of the extreme values of n in the measured distribution.

IV. EXPLORING THE CONSEQUENCES OF
SCALING EXPONENTS IN MATHEMATICAL
MODELS OF NETWORK FORMATION WITH
CURRENT-REINFORCEMENT DYNAMICS

A. Outline of the standard current reinforcement
model

The standard biologically-inspired mathematical
model for adaptive network formation proposed by
Tero et al. [8] has successfully reproduced a number
of key experimental results describing the behaviour of
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Physarum (e.g., [9–11], although none of the parameters
in the simulations were explicitly based on experimental
measurements. In the model the plasmodium is repre-
sented by a random meshwork of tubular channels that
are assumed to be rigid and cylindrical in each time step
as a simplifying assumption that neglects their more
complex viscoelastic properties.
Vertices i and j are connected by channel ij, with uni-

form diameter rij , length Lij , and flow rate Qij . Volume
conservation is assumed at vertex i as∑

j

Qij = Q0, (3)

where Q0 is a nonzero constant if vertex i is a source or
sink of current, and Q0 is zero otherwise.
If the current sources and sinks with Q0 are given,

and Lij and rij of all channels are known, all Qij can
be determined. Once there is flow on the network, the
current-reinforcement rules modify the thickness of each
channel in the next time step according to the flow it is
carrying.
Using the notation of Eq. (2),

Qij =
Dij

Lij
∆Pij . (4)

the conductivity per length, Dij = πr4/8ν, evolves over
time in response to the flow,

dDij

dt
= f(|Qij |)−Dij , (5)

where f is a monotonically increasing continuous func-
tion satisfying f(0) = 0, and we assume that Lij does
not change.
Eq. (5) contains two antagonistic components:

f(|Qij |) represents a thickening factor that increases with
the current, whilst −Dij is a intrinsic thinning factor.
Thus, the thickening component dominates for a channel
with a larger current, and the thinning effect dominates
for one with smaller current at each time step. The com-
plete temporal evolution of the network is then calculated
iteratively with the updated conductivities.
In the numerical simulation described here, we set

f(|Qij |) = |Qij |µ, where µ is a positive parameter as
Tero et al. originally assumed [8]. Considering the equi-
librium state as dDij/dt = 0, we see that

|Qij |µ = Dij ∝ r4, (6)

which means |Qij | ∝ r4/µ. Therefore, using the notation
of III E, we can express the exponent rule as

r
4/µ
0 = r

4/µ
1 + r

4/µ
2 (7)

and see the correspondence n = 4/µ. To satisfy Murray’s
law exactly µmust be 4/3, but it is instructive to examine
other values of the exponent as well. Indeed, in previous

simulations we have employed a different functional form
for f , namely:

f(|Qij |) =
|Qij |γ

(1 + |Qij |γ)
(8)

which tends to 1 in the limit for high flux, equivalent to
µ = 4/4, but we have not previously explored the regime
where Murray’s Law (µ = 4/3, n = 3) or area-preserving
rules (µ = 4/2, n = 2) might apply.

B. Numerical simulation of the model

Virtual arenas were constructed to match the shapes
used in the experiment with a scale 10 µm/px, and a ran-
dom mesh, generated by a Delaunay triangulation with
random vertices giving density of 1/500 px−2 within the
arena shape. A single vertex at the exit was designated as
a sink, whilst all others were set as sources with an initial
current of 0.1. The radii r of all veins were set to be 0.1
initially, and the conductivity was equal to r4. Simula-
tions were run with a short initial time step (∆t = 0.001)
over the period t = 0 to t = 0.1, followed by ∆t = 0.01 for
t = 0.11 to t = 1, and ∆t = 0.1 for t = 1.1 to t = 50. Note
that we did not attempt to model the change in thickness
of the rest of the plasmodial sheet, which might be repre-
sented as variation of the input current to each node over
time, as the purpose of the simulation was to capture the
initial development of the evacuation network.

The simulation reached a steady state as the time de-
velopment. Figure 7 shows the network morphology of
the final state with parameters µ = 4/2, 4/3, 4/4 and 4/5,
that correspond to the exponents n = 2, 3, 4 and 5.

When µ was greater than 1 (µ = 4/2 and 4/3), a subset
of the available veins thickened and formed a branching
tree from the exit site with progressively thinner veins
through repetitive bifurcations towards the boundary of
the arena. When µ was 1 (µ = 4/4), the branching tree
contained additional loops, whilst when µ was less than
one (µ = 4/5), the vein thicknesses were more homo-
geneous and there were many loops. Visual inspection
suggested that µ = 4/3 and 4/2 most closely resembled
the experimental data.

To compare the simulated networks quantitatively
with the experimental network, the normalised Hausdorff
distance was calculated for the main network, defined as
the set of veins containing the top 10% of the thickest
veins (Fig. 8). This limit was selected to contain the
minimum radii in the simulation that could be measured
in the experimental networks. Using this criterion, the
normalised Hausdorff distance was small across all arena
shapes, and similar to the values observed for the exper-
imental systems, particularly for µ = 4/2 and 4/3. Like-
wise, the hydrodynamic conductivity was similar to the
experimental networks for µ = 4/2 and 4/3, with points
near the boundary showing similar conductivity. We in-
fer that the current-reinforcement simulation model can
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FIG. 7: Simulation results for varying µ in the different arena shapes. The main veins are drawn with radius proportional to
the simulation result, whilst the very thin veins are drawn with dashed, dotted, or light blue line.

reproduce the basic characteristics of the experimental
Physarum networks when µ = 4/2 ∼ 4/3.

C. Impact of µ on network volume and viscous
drag

The theoretical derivation for the r3 exponent in Mur-
ray’s Law was based on balancing the energy required to
overcome viscous drag forces with the cost of maintaining
the volume of the network [23]. It is therefore instructive
to examine the time-evolution of these two parameters
and their dependence on µ in the simulation model as
the system tends towards steady-state.

The change in the energy required for transport over
time for simulations of the circular arena is shown in Fig.

9, where the total frictional energy was calculated as:

E =
∑

i∈veins

∆PiQi =
∑

i∈veins

LiQ
2
i

Di
. (9)

During the initial stages of the simulation the frictional
energy decreased rapidly as the network shifted from the
random network of tubes with homogeneous low diame-
ter, to the branching tree morphology (Fig. 9, top). The
minimum energy dissipation was achieved with µ = 4/2.
Nevertheless, the time course was not quite monotonic,
with a slow increase observed after the minimum value
was reached around t=25 (Fig. 9, top), consistent with
the contribution of other factors in the cost function.

The total volume of the tubular veins, representing the
energy cost to maintain the network [23], was calculated
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FIG. 8: Analysis of main network from the simulation model,
comprising the top 10% of the thickest veins. (a) The main
networks for µ = 4/3. (b) Normalized Hausdorff distance
between the main network and all points in the arena.

as:

V =
∑

i∈veins

πr2iLi

2
, (10)

The total volume of the network increased in the very
early phase of the numerical simulation, particularly in
the case of µ = 4/2, and to a lesser extend µ = 4/3. This
pronounced surge was caused by setting the initial tube
radii to be small (0.1) and equal to mimic the emergence
of the tubular network from a uniform sheet. The to-

FIG. 9: Time courses for the change in frictional energy E
(top), total volume V (middle), and their product EV (bot-
tom) for the simulation results from the circlular arena.

tal volume of the network then gradually declined to a
steady state value by the end of the simulation (Fig. 9,
middle). In the steady state, the lowest network volume
was realised with µ = 4/3 (Fig. 9, middle).

Following expectations from Murray’s Law, we exam-
ined the combination (E × V ) of the friction energy and
the total volume (see Fig. 9, bottom). The steady state
value of E × V was the lowest for µ = 4/3, and the
minimum was realized in a relatively early phase of time
course.

Taken together, it appears that (i) self-organised net-
work formation in Physarum conforms to a scaling co-
efficient of µ = 4/3 in experimental results; (ii) when
the same 4/3 scaling is used in the biologically-inspired
current-reinforcement model, it simulates the overall
characteristics of the real network; and (iii) the model
minimises the combination of network volume and fric-
tional energy.
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V. DISCUSSION

The plasmodium of the slime mold Physarum poly-
cephalum spontaneously creates complex networks that
provide an accessible model for the development of self-
organised adaptive transport systems. It is capable of
solving path-finding problems [10, 11], and can realise
reasonable solutions to complex spatial network tasks de-
signed to mimic human infrastructure networks. For ex-
ample, Tero et al. [9] showed that the vein network con-
structed by Physarum on agar constrained to the Kanto
region of Japan was comparable to the real JR railway
network in terms of transport efficiency and resilience.
In a similar manner, Adamatzky and Jones have com-
pared road networks in the UK, USA, and Germany with
those made by Physarum [28, 29]. In parallel, a number
of models have emerged that capture the behaviour of
Physarum using current-reinforcement rules where the
flow modifies the network architecture, which in turn
modifies the flows.
Nevertheless, the models have not so far been

parametrised directly from the experimental data, nor
have the functional form of the feedback terms been
linked to theoretical expectations from fluid flow dynam-
ics. Thus in this paper, we have first measured the de-
velopment of an evacuation network as Physarum exits a
bounded arena to determine whether the network geom-
etry follows expectations from fluid dynamics and energy
minimisation criteria developed by Murray [23], and sec-
ond examined the consequence of running the current-
reinforcement model with the experimentally-validated
4/3 scaling coefficient. The results provide evidence that
Physarum does conform to the cost balance behaviour
proposed by Murray and that simulations run with this
parameter provide comparable solutions, whilst minimis-
ing the combination of shear stress and vessel volume. It
is possible that the fit to the data could be improved with
more precise measurement of the actual cross-sectional
area available for flow within the tube, rather than our
manual estimate from the external tube diameter, assum-
ing there is an almost linear relationship between internal
and external diameter [30]. Nevertheless, to our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that experimental network for-
mation, network theory and network simulation have all
converged to give consistent results in a model system.
Interestingly, as the Physarum network appears to fol-

low the exponent scaling predicted by Murray’s Law, we
can also make predictions concerning the wall shear stress
throughout the network. The shear stress τ(r0) at the
wall caused by Hagen-Poiseuille flow in a cylindrical tube
(radius r0) is given by

τ(r0) = −η
∂v

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= −r0
2

dp

dx
(11)

from the velocity profile

v(r) =
1

4η

(
r20 − r2

) dp
dx

(12)

where r is distance from the center axis of cylinder to
periphery, and x is distance along the center axis from
the end of cylinder. Substituting Q = (πr40/8η)(dp/dx)
into the above shear stress formula, we obtain

Q =
τ(r0)πr

3
0

4η
. (13)

Combining this and the mass conservation around the
bifurcation point of vein Q0 = Q1 +Q2, we find

τ(r0)r
3
0 = τ(r1)r

3
1 + τ(r2)r

3
2 (14)

where r1 and r2 are radii of two daughter veins [23].
As the experimental results confirm r30 = r31 + r32, we

infer that τ(r0), τ(r1) and τ(r2) are equal to satisfy Eq.
(14), meaning that the shear stress is equal in all veins ir-
respective of their thickness. This also suggests that the
average velocity v̄ is proportional to r0 because Q ∝ v̄r20.
This relationshiop is supported by some studies of Taka-
matsu et al. [30, 31], where velocities increased linearly
with width for tubes constrained in a narrow channels.
Whilst the molecular mechanism underpinning current-
reinforcement is not known yet, this observation leads to
the interesting possibility that sensing an increase in wall
shear above a fixed point provides a molecular trigger to
changing vessel diameter. Thick bundles of actin filament
are observed to co-align with each other at the interface
between the vein wall and the flowing fluid along these
emerging channels as they thicken to become veins [32].
Shear stress at the vein wall is a good candidate to align
the F-actin bundles, in a similar manner to that reported
for shear banding of F-actin in solution [33]. This would
provide an intra-cellular analogy to the control of vessel
development in blood vascular systems by shear forces.

It is less clear how the network forms from an initially
homogeneous plasmodial sheet. It is known that actin-
myosin interactions generate contractions in small plas-
modial droplets that can become organised as propagat-
ing waves or spirals (e.g. [34]). This provides a driving
force for protoplasmic streaming, although initially it is
undirected and uniform across the plasmodium. How-
ever, Guy et al. proposed for a migrating plasmodium
that an initially homogeneous flow of protoplasmic sol
can de-stabilise the actin skeleton as it moves through
the porous protoplasmic gel [35]. This in turn initi-
ates channel formation if the flow is sufficiently rapid,
through flow-dependent actin disruption and gel-sol in-
terconversion. Such a process appears to operate rapidly
in the newly formed plasmodium, as the emergent net-
work spanning the entire arena is visible with a few hours,
correctly oriented towards the exit, and remains stable
until the arena is almost fully evacuated (Fig. 1).

From its inception, the network is able to drain all
parts of the arena equally irrespective of the shape. From
a biological perspective the plasmodium in the arena has
no access to food, so it makes sense to re-deploy the
biomass elsewhere as rapidly as possible. Equally, it is
important that the exit does not becomes clogged nor
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should the plasmodium become disconnected, prioritising
an orderly evacuation sequence. In the case of Physarum
this appears to emerge as a natural consequence of the
current-reinforcement model that establishes a similar
hydrodynamic conductivity from all peripheral parts of
the network. This is in stark contrast to observations and
models of human evacuation, where exit routes rapidly
become jammed with rushing people, and further move-
ment is restricted by the strong frictional force between
trapped pedestrians [36], although exit rates can be im-
proved by placing an obstacle off-center and just in front
of the exit [37].
The current-reinforcement model generated networks

similar to those found experimentally, although the ki-
netics leading to emergence of the network in the model
differed, particularly in the early stages, where the initial
conditions dominated behaviour of the simulation. For
example, starting with uniform small radii and constant
input current to find the initial flow in each vein also re-
quired extremely high pressures in the peripheral part of
the arena, with consequential increases in friction energy
and total volume (Fig. 9), until some tubes with larger
diameter emerged. In addition, the simulation model did
not predict the long-term evacuation dynamics as the
current input rate to each node did not decrease as would
be expected as the mass was evacuated.
The principles of current-reinforcement are well-

established for a number of biological systems as diverse
as ant trails and human trails [14]. The precise form
of the model is context specific, but most models incor-
porate similar elements. For example, Hu and Cai [4]
proposed a very similar model which is, in our notation,
expressed as

dDij

dt
= c

(
Q2

ij

Dγ+1
ij

− τ2e

)
Dij , (15)

where c, γ, and τe are constants. Furthermore, Haskovec
et al. [38, 39] presented a system of partial differential
equations that contained a current term effecting a time
evolution of conductivity. While these models consider
specific current effects, the model of Eq. (5) can take an
arbitrary thickening factor f(|Qij |). There is increasing

interest in exploring the limits of behaviour for generic
current-reinforcement dynamics and how these may play
out on network topologies other than 2-D planar systems
where they first emerged, where they show very rich be-
haviour (e.g., [40]).

In the evacuation experiment conducted here, the exit
acts as a bottleneck that controls protoplasmic redeploy-
ment as all the biomass must pass through this point.
As the rate of draining is homogeneous across the arena,
the contribution of biomass from every local part of the
plasmodial sheet to the bottleneck is equal. Nevertheless,
on the timescale of minutes, shuttle streaming of proto-
plasm rapidly mixes the cytoplasm within the plasmod-
ium [15], with biomass periodically transported both to
the bottleneck and back to the periphery. Interestingly,
this means that both biophysical changes, such as me-
chanical momentum of mass flow, and chemical compo-
nents, such as nutrients or signalling molecules, may cycle
between distal parts of the plasmodium and the bottle-
neck. This opens the possibility for information transfer
of either physical or chemical signals to and from the bot-
tleneck, which acts as a transient hub controlling intra-
cellular communication through the vein network. Such
organization of network structure may be required to co-
ordinate behaviour in response to local information that
could be sensed at any part of the plasmodium. In other
words, all local regions are homogeneously inspected by
the bottleneck at regular intervals. This implies that the
plasmodium has the potential ability to organize an ad
hoc functional center in response to varying external con-
ditions.
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